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Legal professionals can benefit from affordable deposition summary services provided by reliable
medical record review firms. These services are marked by precision, affordability and
confidentiality.

Depositions contain valuable witness testimony and are important because they enable all parties
involved in a case to be aware of each and every fact before the trial itself. Deposition testimony can
run into pages and pages that a litigation attorney may find difficult to wade through and pick the
data relevant to the case. Apart from the herculean effort required, the process can be rather time-
consuming. This is where the need for deposition summaries arises. Legal professionals can bring
more efficiency into their practices with the help of deposition summary services provided by
medical record review companies.

Outsourcing Ensures Affordable Deposition Summaries

Support services provided by medical review companies in preparing deposition summaries are
efficient and affordable. Enlisting these services is much less expensive than having an in-house
team to summarize depositions that are very important for your case. Associating with a medical
record review company will prove to be the best strategy if you are a busy litigation attorney. You
can decide on the format in which you want your deposition summary, whether chart summary, topic
summary or page by page. The summaries of legal depositions you receive are informative legal
documents that provide the exact data you require in a nutshell, making it easy for you to prepare
your case.

Legal Deposition Summary Service â€“ How it Assists You

Deposition summary services provided by a recognized outsourcing company help attorneys in a
number of ways.

â€¢ Assist them in preparing pre-trial motions, locating deposition testimony for witness impeachment
and preparing interrogatories for witness examination at trials

â€¢ By highlighting important issues and testimony, locating exhibits and cross-referencing testimony
on particular exhibits or issues

â€¢ Providing transcripts summaries for medical malpractice, auto accident, sexual harassment and
personal injury cases.

â€¢ By making available deposition summaries by narratives, table of contents, topics, indexes and
chronological ordering of events

Expert professionals can also provide deposition abstracts, if you want them.

Advantages of Teaming up with a Legal Deposition Summary Service Provider

Legal professionals have many tangible benefits to gain by availing of depositions summary
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services from a dependable medical record review company.

â€¢ Helps in trial preparation: concise summaries help attorneys organize all data required for trial
preparation. Any information required can be easily found.

â€¢ Allows quick perusal, thus saving a lot of time: since deposition summaries are much shortened
versions of the actual testimony, you donâ€™t need a lot of time to read through them and understand
all the important facts.

â€¢ Avoid backlog: When your transcripts are summarized systematically and on time by
professionals, there is no question of backlog.

â€¢ Save on staffing cost: With legal deposition summary service, legal professionals need not spend
money on recruiting and managing staff to summarize depositions.

â€¢ Allows in-house staff to focus on other important tasks

Deposition summary services are usually provided by professionals with analytical minds and
excellent expertise in legal matters. This ensures that the deposition summaries provided are
superior. Moreover, reliable service providers see to it that all client data remains confidential. Strict
security measures are taken to safeguard sensitive legal data while storing and delivering
transcripts and summaries.
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MOS Medical Record Review Service can help you manage your deposition transcripts quickly and
easily with timely, efficient, and affordable a deposition summary services.
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